Ventricular fibrillation ͑VF͒ is known to be the most dangerous cardiac arrhythmia, frequently leading to sudden cardiac death ͑SCD͒. During VF, cardiac output drops to nil and, unless the fibrillation is promptly halted, death usually ensues within minutes. While delivering life saving electrical shocks is a method of preventing SCD, it has been recognized that some, though not many, VF episodes are self-terminating, and understanding the mechanism of spontaneous defibrillation might provide newer therapeutic options for treatment of this otherwise fatal arrhythmia. Using the phase statistics approach, recently developed to study financial and physiological time series, here, we reveal the timing characteristics of transient features of ventricular tachyarrhythmia ͑mostly VF͒ electrocardiogram ͑ECG͒ and find that there are three distinct types of probability density function ͑PDF͒ of phase distributions: uniform ͑UF͒, concave ͑CC͒, and convex ͑CV͒. Our data show that VF patients with UF or CC types of PDF have approximately the same probability of survival and nonsurvival, while VF patients with CV type PDF have zero probability of survival, implying that their VF episodes are never self-terminating. Our results suggest that detailed phase statistics of human ECG data may be a key to understanding the mechanism of spontaneous defibrillation of fatal VF.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, methods of statistical physics have been widely used to study various complex time series and useful multiscale characteristics of the studied systems have been obtained. For example, detrended fluctuation analysis ͑DFA͒ ͓1͔, wavelet transform ͓2,3͔, and multiscale fluctuation probability density analysis ͓4,5͔, developed in statistical physics and nonlinear dynamics communities, have been used to measure properties in a wide range of phenomena, including the biological ͓1,6͔, physiological ͓5,7,8͔, geophysical ͓9,10͔, and financial ͓11-15͔. While these methods address mainly multiscale amplitude properties the recently proposed empirical mode decomposition ͑EMD͒ ͓16͔ based approach ͓17-20͔ addresses phase properties in complex signals. The EMD was originally designed to obtain a relevant measure of the instantaneous frequency, related to the derivative of the phase, from nonlinear and nonstationary data. Due to its adaptive features and decompositions with different scales, it has been a useful tool for data analysis in both time and frequency domains ͓16͔. However, it has rarely been used for the analysis of cardiac data. In the present paper, we demonstrate that phase statistics of heart beat signals can be used to study a yet unknown mechanism of spontaneous termination of fatal ventricular fibrillation ͑VF͒ in clinical settings.
Sudden cardiac death ͑SCD͒ is both a leading and a growing cause of death in the industrialized world. It is estimated that more than 3 million people die annually from SCD, with a survival rate of less than 1%. VF is identified as a primary cause of SCD, accounting for 75% to 85% of sudden deaths ͓21͔. In the United States, the Centers for Disease Control recently estimated an annual incidence of 450 000 sudden deaths ͓22͔. The magnitude of this problem can be understood by noting that SCD accounts for more deaths each year than the total number of deaths from AIDS, breast cancer, lung cancer, and stroke ͓23͔.
Automatic defibrillation by implantable cardioverter defibrillators ͑ICD͒ has become the gold standard therapy for patients at a high risk of ventricular tachyarrythmias ͑VTA͒ ͓23͔, including VF. However, the overall benefit of ICD in terms of quality of life is diminished by the fear of shock, resulting in reduced daily activity levels, anxiety, and symptoms of depression ͓24,25͔. Cost and other factors limit the widespread applicability of ICDs ͓26͔. Furthermore, only 10% of sudden cardiac arrest victims are of a high-risk profile, and the challenge is, therefore, to improve the outcome of resuscitation in about 90% of patients who are not recognized as being at high risk before the event. A major breakthrough in improving results of cardiac resuscitation could come from developing an apparatus specifically geared toward minimizing the time between collapse and resuscitation ͓27͔. The success of such a device is, however, dependent on minimizing false positive and low risk alarms. Research into the mechanism of VF is, therefore, of great clinical importance.
Although VF usually is sustained and unrelenting in human subjects and is rarely self-terminating, it has been reported that some VF episodes are indeed self-terminating, and suggested that the understanding the mechanism of spontaneous defibrillation might provide therapeutic options for treatment of this otherwise fatal arrhythmia ͓28͔. Furthermore, several mechanisms, such as the multiple wavelet mechanism ͓29͔ and the mother rotor hypothesis ͓30͔, have been shown to underlie the complex activation patterns of VF and have been demonstrated in various experimental models, while their relative roles in human VF have not been established. Here, we show that the lack of self-termination of VF is correlated with convexity in phase distribution patterns from the decomposition of ECG time series from VTA patients. More specifically, VTA can either be selfterminating or non-self-terminating, while the CV type VF is never self-terminating. Our study is generally based on observations, aimed to provide a criterion for modeling and as a reference for further animal experiments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the data source used in this study. The phase statistics approach is introduced in Sec. III. Our results and discussions are presented in Sec. IV. For conciseness and clarity, detailed illustrations of the results, mainly figures, are presented in the Appendix. Finally, we conclude briefly in Sec. V.
II. DATA
We analyzed the ECG data from patients who had VTA while undergoing 24-h Holter recording in the Fujita Health University Hospital. The study protocol was approved by the ethics committee of the institution. All the patients or their families provided informed written consent ͑Fujita Health University Hospital͒. We used CARDY2 two-channel Holter ECG recorders ͑Suzuken, Japan͒. The ECG signals were digitized at 125 Hz and 12 bits, and processed off-line using a personal computer equipped with software ͑Cardy Analyzer II, Suzuken, Japan͒. Dynamic range was 500 mV and 1 bit has a 20 V resolution power. The Holter system used 0.05 through 40 Hz signal via a bandpass pass filter to eliminate noise and baseline drift. We investigated ECGs of the 17 patients ͑age, 66Ϯ 18 years, mean ϮSD, male/ female =13/ 4͒, in whom 6 survived due to spontaneous termination, 10 died as a result of VF, and 1 died as a result of ventricular tachycardia ͑VT͒. VT was detected when at least 3 ventricular ectopic complexes occurred at a rate of at least 120 beats/ min. VF was detected when the ventricular wave pattern became disorganized and grossly irregular ͓31͔. A typical ECG data showing the transitions from sinus rhythm to VT and then to VF is shown in Fig. 1 .
The baseline characteristics of the patients are summarized in Table I . The underlying heart diseases of these patients included ischemic heart disease ͑n =10͒, complete atrioventricular block ͑n =3͒, hypertension ͑n =2͒, and long-QT syndrome ͑n =1͒, and no cardiac disease was detected in one patient. Eleven recordings were made out-ofhospital and the other 6 were recorded during hospitalization due to heart failure or syncope. No patients received a cardiac pacemaker or ICD at the time of Holter recording, and the basic cardiac rhythm was sinus rhythm in all the patients except patients with complete atrioventricular block ͑S 04 , S 07 , and S 13 ͒. These data were recorded by the CM5 lead ͑the bipolar V 5 lead͒ at the sampling frequency of 125 Hz, which is sufficiently high for typical frequencies of VF ranging from 3 to 20 Hz ͓32͔.
The low number of ECGs available is definitely a limitation to our study. We were, however, unable to increase this number as the actual records of the VF occurrence were extremely rare in spite of the prevalence.
III. PHASE STATISTICS APPROACH
The timing characteristics of transient features of nonstationary time series such as VF ECG records are best described with the concept of the instantaneous phase. For this purpose, here, we employ EMD to decompose time series "empirically" into a number of intrinsic mode functions ͑IMFs͒ ͓16͔, and calculate the instantaneous phases of these IMFs by the Hilbert transform. The EMD method has been developed on the assumption that any time series consists of simple intrinsic modes of oscillations ͓16͔. The adaptive decomposition scheme explicitly utilizes the actual time series for the construction of the decomposition base rather than decomposing it into a prescribed set of base functions. The decomposition is achieved by iterative "sifting" processes for extracting modes by identification of local extremes and subtraction of local means ͓16͔. The iterations are terminated by a criterion of convergence. For details of the sifting, reference is made to Refs. ͓16,18͔. Following the procedure of EMD ͓16͔, we decompose a time series x͑t͒ into n IMFs c i 's and a residue r n , i.e.,
For the purpose of illustration, we perform the EMD on the first VF time series of patient S 05 in Table I . The stopping criterion is chosen as the number of points satisfying the condition of IMF in the data of c i being less than 3. The time series is decomposed into 12 modes and we show the results c 1 , c 2 , ... ,c 5 in Fig. 2 . Among the resultant IMFs, the first IMF c 1 has the highest frequency. The first four modes c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , and c 4 are essential components of the detailed structure of the original time series x͑t͒. In particular, c 3 contributes dominantly to the profile of x͑t͒. The physical meanings of the IMFs obtained can be elucidated from the insights into the mechanisms of VF. During fibrillation, the coordinated contraction of the cardiac muscle is lost, and the mechanical pumping effectiveness of the heart fails as a result of the subsequent breakdown of the re-entrant wave into multiple drifting and meandering spiral waves ͓33-35͔. In the ͑disorganized͒ state of VF, re-entrant waves continue to break into multispiral waves. Therefore, there are a number of re-entrant waves and spiral waves in cardiac tissue. The ECG signal is an average of their electric activities. As a result, IMF c 3 can be considered as a meanfield average of the variation of electric potential controlled by the re-entrant waves, while c 1 and c 2 describe higherfrequency fluctuations, reflecting the spatial and temporal dynamics of the multidrifting and meandering spiral waves. In other words, the existence of fluctuations of electric potential in the high frequency may serve as an index for the appearance of the multispiral waves. The measurements of such fluctuations can then be characterized by inhomogeneities ͑the clustering͒ of phases.
The instantaneous phase of the resultant IMFs can be calculated by using the Hilbert transform. For the kth mode, this is done by first calculating the conjugate pair of c k ͑t͒, i.e.,
where P indicates the Cauchy principal value. With this definition, two functions c k ͑t͒ and y k ͑t͒ forming a complex conjugate pair define an analytic signal, and one can further define
with the amplitude A k ͑t͒ and the phase k ͑t͒ defined by 
͑6͒
Then, we can calculate the instantaneous phase by Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑6͒ for the kth IMF. The phase variations of the first three IMFs c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 in Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3 , and the corresponding phase histograms are shown in Fig. 4 . The statistics of the time series of phases, ranging from − to , are characterized by calculating the probability density function ͑PDF͒ of phase distributions, which contain valuable information. In contrast to various types of phase distribution, the distributions of the amplitudes of all IMFs obey the simple Boltzmann distribution. The same property has also been observed in financial time series ͓17͔. The first IMF c 1 has a distribution markedly different from those of c 2 and c 3 , while most higher order IMFs have a uniform distribution. We distinguish different basic morphological types ͑classes͒ of normalized histograms of the first IMF by using the following normalization condition:
where P stands for the PDF. Let us consider a number of waves as shown in Fig. 5 for illustration. For the sake of simplicity, we choose to consider constant amplitude functions, as this does not restrict the generality of phase distribution classes. For the time series of the uniform ͑UF͒ type phase distribution, the data points sampled have an equal probability of having a phase in − Յ 1 Յ . In some other cases, data points located near the baseline contribute substantially to the phase distribution at − and . This corresponds to the concave ͑CC͒ type phase distribution. In contrast, if there are more data points located near the peaks, there will be a higher distribution density in the range of −0.5 to 0.5. This is the convex ͑CV͒ type distribution. In order to quantify the morphology of the phase distribution pattern, we define a measure ,
where ͗¯͘ denotes an average, P 1 ͑ 1 ͒ is the PDF for the instantaneous phase 1 of IMF c 1 in the range −0.5 Յ 1 5000 5200 5400 5600 5800 6000 There is no prior knowledge to determine ⑀, but it can be chosen adaptively for empirical data. Here, one can take, for example, ⑀ = 0.025, which corresponds to a tolerance of 5% from the probability P = 0.5. While actual phase distributions may show more intricate morphology, classification into the above three generic morphology types is in all cases possible at the first level of shape approximation. The output of the Hilbert transform of an IMF consists of one time series of amplitude and one time series of phase. This implies that the resultant time series of phase is equivalent to a measure performed on the "normalized" wave form obtained from renormalizing the original IMF by the time-varying amplitude. The information recorded in the original time series is then mainly stored in the time series of phase, and the physics of the system is thus imprinted in the phase structures. In ECG, the features characterized by the instantaneous phase are the variations of the profiles of electric potential. Phase statistics of an IMF performed in a specified window reflect the relative contents of the particular phase profiles present in the ECG potential curves. Uniform phase distribution implies regular sinusoidal waveforms throughout the sampling period, or all possible profiles taking place with the same probability, while nonuniform distributions correspond to particular waveforms ͑as shown in Fig. 5͒ , persisting for a significantly long period of time. Therefore, the various phase patterns noted above are associated with the persistence of the profiles shown in the time series in Fig. 5 . Note that the first mode c 1 is close to zero in some intervals. This implies that small fluctuations are absent or smeared out in those epochs. For a curve close to zero, the waveform will be similar to the CC type in Fig.  5 . This in turn implies the absence of high-frequency fluctuations contributed through the breakdown of multispiral waves. Furthermore, the CV type distribution implies myocardial cells are subjected for a longer time to more rapidly fluctuating electric potential than those of UF and CC types of distributions. Here, we remark that while the existence of high frequency fluctuations in the first component is essential and revealed in spectral analysis, the spectrum of this component is a narrow band which is usually not substantial enough for the classification. Consequently, the phase distribution is regarded as a tool, or a morphological probe, for inspecting the properties of conductance in the heart.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Next, we present an analysis of the data based on the phase statistics approach. As shown in Table I , some patients have more than one VTA intervals. For such cases, we calculate the registered VTA ECG intervals separately. The actual phase distribution plots for the first IMF c 1 of 28 VTA intervals for all the subjects are presented in the Appendix, together with the classifications based on Eq. ͑9͒. The statistics of the phase distribution patterns of first IMF c 1 and the VTA consequences are presented in Table I .
For comparison, we also calculated phase distributions of the second IMFs and third IMFs. Figure 6 shows the distributions of for the first IMFs, second IMFs and third IMFs of 28 VTA intervals. Note that in the figure, for a subject with more than one occurrence of VTA data, early VTAs are indicated by a solid triangle. For example, for nonsurvival FIG. 5 . ͑Color online͒ The first IMFs of real signals ͑left͒ and schematic drawings ͑middle͒ for three types of time series, and the corresponding ͑normalized͒ phase distribution patterns ͑right͒. The UF type real signal is taken from patient S 07 ; the CC type is from patient S 03 ; and the CV type is from patient S 05 .
subject S 05 , who had 5 VF data, the early 4 VF intervals are labeled with a solid, blue triangle and the last VF with an open, red square. Figure 6 shows that values of c 1 are better than values of c 2 and c 3 for differentiating survival and nonsurvival VTA patients. Thus, hereafter, we focus on the statistics of c 1 component.
By considering the correlation between the phase distribution patterns of the last VTA interval and the consequence of VTA, we conclude that the VTA with the CC pattern has a survival rate of 50%, the VTA with the UF pattern has a survival rate of 43%, and the VTA with the CV pattern has a survival rate of 0%. Note that the CV pattern is not observed in VTA ECGs other than VF, and the last VFs with the CV pattern were not self-terminated.
A self-terminating VF is not always an isolated phenomenon and may reoccur within a short period. Several subjects in our database ͑such as S 04 , S 05 , S 06 , S 11 , and S 16 ͒ have more than one VTA interval registered. The early VTAs contain information pertinent to the final outcome and should thus be taken into consideration in order to improve the predictive power of the method by learning from past self-termination of VTA. The statistics of the phase distribution patterns for all VTA intervals ͑including the early and the last VTA intervals͒ are presented in Table II . A VTA with CC pattern has a survival rate of 54%, a UF pattern has a survival rate of 43%, while a CV pattern has a survival rate of 0%, implying that the VTA ͑VF͒ with an early episode in the CV pattern can adumbrate a lethal outcome.
From the survey of the phase distribution patterns and VTA outcomes in the above statistics and Fig. 6 , the largest of the first IMFs appears to be the worst condition for VTA patients. We then select the VTA interval with the largest among VTA intervals of a subject and denote it as VTA ‫ء‬ for further statistical analysis. The simple statistics, presented in Table II , show that the CC type VTA has a survival probability of 60%, while the CV type VTA has 0% probability. We plot the distribution of the VTA ‫ء‬ with respect to the corresponding consequences for 17 patients in Fig. 7 . The survival probability ͑SP͒ as a function of is estimated by the logistic regression, and the curve of SP is determined by SP͑͒ = e ␣+␤ / ͑1+e ␣+␤ ͒ with ͑␣ = −0.795, ␤ = −19.256͒, significance level of the fit p = 0.180 and significance level of model coefficients p = 0.079. The former is large enough for a reasonable fit, while the latter is marginal for an explicit classification of p = 0.05. For statistics of 17 samples, such significance levels should be acceptable. In the 17 VTA episodes, there are 6 survivors and 11 nonsurvivors. A rough estimate for a VTA is a survival rate of 6 / 17= 35.3%. 
. ͑Color online͒ Distribution of VTA intervals with the largest among VTA intervals and the corresponding VTA outcomes of 17 patients. The survival probability SP is derived from the logistic regression. 0.353 is the overall survival rate for the 17 patients in the present data. 7 implies that the phase distribution patterns have a good correlation with the consequences of VTA ͑dead/alive outcome͒. Furthermore, survival probability SP in principle decreases monotonously with . Subjects with VTAs classified into the CV regime are nonsurvivors ͑i.e., SP lower than 35.3%͒. The statistics for the last VTAs and all VTAs leads to similar conclusions ͓36͔.
Note that the phase statistics can be dependent on the duration of VTA. In our study, the durations of the VTAs in Table I have a wide range, from being less than 10 s to more than 1500 s. Typically, a shorter duration may have too few data for statistics, and statistics on a longer duration can smear the temporal trend of phase distribution. To verify our statistics and to explore the temporal trend of the phase distribution, instead of using the full length of the VTA intervals for the analysis, we have also used a small window size to define time-dependent ͑t͒ by sliding the window on the time course of the VTAs. For instance, by using 30 s as a window, the evolution of ͑t͒ was calculated to detect the trend of the phase distribution in a VTA interval. The classification of VF discussed above was found to be substantially consistent with the temporal trend study, while no specific relationship between the evolution of ͑t͒ and the progression of VT into VF, or VF into VT was found. Furthermore, we have observed a typical scenario that ͑t͒ for nonsurvivors usually have the CV type distribution in VF, while ͑t͒ for survivors rarely enter into the regime of the CV type distribution ͓37͔. Such an implementation is useful for further studies of the correlation between the phase distribution patterns and non-self-terminating VF. It may also have a potential application in real-time monitoring of the CV type VF.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have investigated VTA time series by using the approach of phase distribution which has recently been developed to study financial ͓17͔ and physiological ͓18͔ time series, and found that CV type VF intervals adumbrate occurrences of non-self-terminating VF, which is also most probably the CV type. The physiological implications of the CV phase distribution patterns identified in this work as leading to death are explained by the persistence of highfrequency fluctuations of electric potential. This highfrequency component has not been seriously considered as a characteristic mode of VF in early studies, and has usually been considered as noise. Instead, the mean-field component ͑lower frequency͒, corresponding to the c 3 mode in Fig. 2 , has been addressed. It is known that the dominant frequency of VF signals increases during early VF and decreases as VF progresses as a result of progressive ischemia ͓32,38͔. These observations are far from being conclusive or robust as they are obtained using only 17 data sets. Nevertheless, our study shows for the first time that the persistence of high-frequency fluctuations in ECG which leads to fatal outcome is a critical characteristic revealed in the phase distribution of the c 1 mode in Fig. 2 , with an oscillatory frequency up to 25 Hz. The mechanism behind the complex activation sequences during VF has been a topic of intense research and a subject of much discussion and debate. At this point, we cannot clarify the high-frequency activation on the physiological bases. Further research focusing on animal studies and computer simulations of VF is required to associate possible mechanisms of VF with the CC and CV phase distribution patterns observed and reported here as the predominant attribute of non-self-terminating VF. Furthermore, more precise and quantitative analysis is also required to predict the progression of VT into VF, since the detection of VF onset is critical for ICD. The integration of the time-dependent ͑t͒ and evolution of the dominant frequency in VF is a theme of our future work. 
APPENDIX: NORMALIZED PHASE DISTRIBUTIONS
OF FIRST IMFS OF VTA TIME SERIES Figure 8 summarizes the phase distributions for the first IMF c 1 of 28 VTA intervals of 17 subjects. Here, we have used the color green for the last VTA data of survivors, and the color red for nonsurvivors. For a subject with more than one occurrence of VTA data, early VTA data are labeled with the color blue.
